LAUNCH YOUR
SAVINGS
WHILE TRADITIONAL MOWERS may save you money upfront, propane
mowers save money over the lifetime of the mower, thanks to
the fuel’s unique advantages:

lower operating costs
Propane mowers cost about 30 percent less per hour to
operate than gasoline, not to mention possibly reducing
maintenance costs. You can then pass those savings
on to customers during the bid process for a unique
competitive edge.

jeff sebert

Owner
Sebert Landscaping
“All of us have a responsibility to leave
something better behind after we’re done.
At the end of the day, if there’s something
I can do to improve the planet, I’d like to be
able to do that.”

reduced fuel loss
Propane equipment’s secure, closed-loop fuel system
saves money by virtually eliminating the opportunity for
spills and fuel theft.

reduced labor expenses
With propane mowers, there’s no need to sacrifice
work time for trips to the gas station. Convenient,
on-site refueling options include cylinder exchange
and on-site dispensing.

charles reid
Co-owner
Sodfather, Inc

“We have a lot of ride-on mowers, so I
wanted to get something similar that
the guys would be used to, but try it with
propane. Some of the incentives are
going to help us do that.”

more green-minded customers
Operating equipment with low-emissions propane is a
unique offering — one you can leverage when marketing
to new, environmentally conscious clients to grow
business. Compared with gasoline mowers, propane
produces up to 17 percent fewer greenhouse gases and
19 percent fewer NOx emissions than gasoline.

grant clack

Operations Manager
Stay Green Inc.
“These mowers are a lot more powerful, so
productivity has definitely increased.”

START SAVING WITH UP TO $1,000
Launch your propane savings with $1,000 per qualifying mower purchase or $500 per qualifying
conversion. With this program, there’s never been a better time to adopt propane mowers. Begin
the easy application process today at Propane.com/Mower-Incentive.

